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R O U N D  2 :  D E C L A R A T O R Y  J U D G M E N T  A C T I O N  B A T T L E S  F O L L O W  
C O N C U S S I O N  C L A S S  A C T I O N S   

B Y :  N I C H O L A S  A .  S E C A R A  

 Insurance industry professionals and attorneys are closely following the most recent concussion-based litigations as 
they proceed through state and federal courts.  Recently, in the well-publicized In re National Football League Players’ Concus-
sion Injury Litigation, No. 12-md-02323 (E.D. Pa. 2012) (“NFL Concussion Litigation”), a federal judge preliminarily approved a 
revised $675 million settlement.  In the aftermath of such class actions—which have and likely will continue to result in settle-
ments or awards at least in the hundreds of millions of dollars—the focus shifts to the policies of insurers and reinsurers and 
whether those policies provide coverage for the underlying claims.  How courts ultimately decide these coverage issues will 
have a reverberating effect not only on professional football, but also on all other professional, collegiate and amateur athlet-
ics.  These decisions, moreover, could change how liability policies are drafted and underwritten for these types of risks.  

A declaratory judgment action that is nearing the crucial juncture of summary judgment is Riddell, Inc. v. ACE Ameri-
can Insurance Co., No. BC 482698 (Cal. Super. Ct. 2012) (“Riddell Action”).  At the end of July, a California court will hold a 
hearing to determine whether certain defendant-insurers have a duty to defend and indemnify Riddell Inc. and its related enti-
ties (collectively, “Riddell”) against claims Riddell is facing in the NFL Concussion Litigation as the manufacturer of the official 
helmet of the NFL.  The analysis herein of parties’ summary judgment papers in the Riddell Action provides insight into what 
coverage issues will likely arise in actions based on underlying litigations involving traumatic concussive brain injuries. 

 
The imminent ruling in the Riddell Action should also provide guidance for the pending declaratory judgment action 

against the NHL in TIG Insurance Co. v. National Hockey League, No. 651162/2014 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2014) (“TIG Action”).  Cer-
tain claims in the two underlying class actions (collectively, the “NHL Concussion Litigations”) are similar to the claims in the 
NFL Concussion Litigation; thus the Riddell Action may illustrate how the court in the TIG Action will interpret the same cover-
age issues.  Similarities notwithstanding, the TIG Action is distinct as, inter alia, the NHL Concussion Litigations plaintiffs have 
alleged repeated intentional misconduct on the part of the NHL defendants.  Nevertheless, the outcome of the Riddell Action 
should have a direct influence on the TIG Action, as well as any subsequent coverage litigation. 
 
Certain Riddell Insurers Seek Summary Judgment 

 
In the wake of the NFL Concussion Litigation, Riddell brought a declaratory judgment action against their primary and 

excess insurers to determine the scope of their respective duties.  These insurers had issued primary and/or excess policies 
that provided commercial general liability and products liability coverage.  Four defendant-insurers (collectively, the “Certain 
Defendants”), subsequently, moved for summary judgment, arguing that pursuant to the language of their respective policies 
and well-established California law, there was no duty to defend or indemnify Riddell for injuries that first occurred after expira-
tion of the relevant policy periods. 

 
Certain Defendants maintain that the policies collectively span consecutive policy periods from December 31, 1964 

through November 5, 1975.  They argue that these policies provide coverage only for bodily injuries caused by an occurrence or 
accident during the relevant policy periods.  While the short form complaints in the underlying actions provide the alleged spe-
cific dates of injury, only 1,116 of the over 5,069 underlying plaintiffs claim injuries during at least one of the Certain Defend-
ants’ policy periods.  Indeed, many of the underlying plaintiffs were not born until after the policies expired.  Consequently, Cer-
tain Defendants request that the court rule that 77.98 percent of the underlying actions filed as of December 16, 2013 are not 
covered because they allege bodily injuries occurring after the expiration of the policies.  Certain Defendants, therefore, did not 
have a duty to defend or indemnify Riddell for those claims. 

 
Riddell’s Staunch Opposition 
 

Riddell argues that Certain Defendants’ motion for summary judgment fails on several grounds.   
 
First, the motion must be denied as a matter of law because it is undisputed that many of the claims in the underlying 

litigations are potentially covered.  It is well-settled under California law that an insurer is obligated to provide its insured with a 
complete defense—the insurer must defend a lawsuit against its insured in its entirety if the lawsuit contains a single potential-
ly covered claim.  An insurer cannot limit its duty by defending only those claims that it deems are covered. 

 
Second, the parties dispute whether the underlying plaintiffs seek to recover against Riddell only for injuries suffered 

while playing professional football in the NFL, or rather for progressive injuries incurred during both professional and amateur 
play.  Riddell contends that the motion must be denied because Certain Defendants are unable to prove that the underlying 
claims do not involve any injuries that occurred during the relevant policy periods. 

 
[continued on page 12] 
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Q: How did you first get involved in the re/insurance industry, what type of work do you do 
and how did you get to where you are now?  

A: During law school, I worked as a summer associate for two years at a prominent New 
Jersey firm that had an established reinsurance practice, and gained experience assisting on reinsurance litigations and arbitra-
tions.  After graduation, I began working at the firm in its reinsurance dispute group. 

Several years into my career, I wanted to transition to a larger firm that had a substantial reinsurance practice, but also provided 
a broader, global platform in the insurance and reinsurance space, as well as other sectors.  Thus, in August 2006, I began 
working at Edwards Angel Palmer & Dodge, which, after several mergers, became Edwards Wildman Palmer LLP, where I am 
now a Partner residing in the New York and New Jersey offices.  Our insurance and reinsurance team consists of approximately 
60 attorneys who have experience representing the core industry players in all facets of their business – including dispute reso-
lution (litigation/arbitration), coverage and claims analysis, and regulatory and transactional matters. 

A substantial amount of my work at Edwards Wildman consists of representing insurers, reinsurers, and other industry partici-
pants in dispute resolution (i.e., litigation and arbitration).  However, I also provide coverage and claims advice, draft reinsurance 
treaty and policy wording, handle regulatory/transactional matters, and also general complex litigation/arbitration for insurers, 
reinsurers and other industry players (such as brokers, third-party administrators, MGA’s and MGU’s). 

Finally, given Edwards Wildman’s platform, I have also had the opportunity to develop a commercial litigation practice outside of 
the insurance and reinsurance space, and devote a significant amount of my time to representing financial institutions and simi-
lar entities in that capacity.  As a result, I have had the opportunity to litigate and arbitrate cases involving various contract, tort 
and property issues.  

 

Q: What aspect of your job do you enjoy the most? 

A: Coming from a sports background, I enjoy the competitive and high-stakes atmosphere that is inherent in insurance and rein-
surance litigation and arbitration, as well as commercial litigation/arbitration generally.  That said, I also enjoy counseling com-
panies on all aspects of their business, whether that be providing coverage or claims-related analysis, or assisting on regulatory 
and transactional matters. 

 
Q: How did you first get involved in U.S. Re Under 40s, what impact has your involvement in the group had on your professional 
development, and what do you envision for the group in the coming year? Five years? 

A: In the fall of 2007, my former colleague (Brian Green, now General Counsel, Reinsurance, of Arch Capital Services, Inc.) came 
to me with an idea about starting an industry organization for young professionals similar to groups that existed in London and 
Bermuda at the time.  With the support of Edwards Wildman, we hosted an event to see whether there was interest in such a 
group amongst our clients, contacts and industry participants.  Fortunately, but not surprisingly, there was substantial interest, 
and from there the U.S. Reinsurance Under 40s Group was born. 

Over the years, I have not only benefited from the networking aspect of the Group, but also developed a much deeper under-
standing of the insurance and reinsurance business, which is absolutely vital for any attorney who represents and counsels cli-
ents in this space.  Knowing the business is key to being an effective advocate and counselor. 

As the Group moves forward, I believe that it will continue to blossom and generate interest among industry participants, as it 
has from inception, having grown from a handful of interested individuals to roughly 2000 members across the United States. 

 
Q: Have you had any mentors or anyone who provided useful guidance as you made your way to where you are now?  If so, is 
there anything you learned that you would like to pass on to others making their way in the industry.  

A: I have been fortunate to have a number of great mentors at Edwards Wildman.  My partners Jeanne Kohler, Huhnsik Chung, 
Alan Levin, Nick Pearson, John Hughes and Laurie Kamaiko immediately come to mind, although there have been many others.  
But if I had to choose one, I’d have to say my father, who is a Senior Vice President and Counsel at ACE.  He began his career  
 
[continued on page  5] 

M E M B E R  S P O T L I G H T :  R O B E R T  D I U B A L D O  
In an effort to become more familiar with our members, we highlight one member in 
each issue of our newsletter. If you are interested in being interviewed for the Member 
Spotlight section, please email us at newsletter@reunder40s.org. 

U.S. Re Under 40s caught up with Robert DiUbaldo, Partner at Edwards Wildman Palmer 
LLP, and former President of U.S. Re Under 40s. Here’s what he had to say: 

O C T O B E R  2 0 1 4  
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On July 23rd, over 90 U.S. Re Under 40s members joined together on a warm, sunny 
Wednesday evening to cool off on the water and enjoy a night of networking. 

 

On September 8th, over 90 U.S. Re Under 40s members welcomed the Bermuda Un-
der 40s group on their NYC tour.  
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like me – as an attorney in private practice representing insurance and reinsurance companies – before moving to the in-house 
legal side of the business.  The most important lesson that he (and others) have taught me is that whatever your focus is in this 
business, you need to view that role as a career, and not merely a job.  Always strive to develop your craft and general 
knowledge of the business, no matter how successful you become.  Because there is always something to learn or improve on. 

 

Q: If you weren’t in a career involving re/insurance, what would you be doing? 

A: Teaching and coaching young people.  I have always enjoyed doing that – regardless of the subject matter – and it is some-
thing I hope to be more involved in one day.  Another possibility is a journalist, as I my undergraduate degree is in Literature and 
Rhetoric, and there is some overlap between that and the litigation side of private practice. 

 

Q: If you could have any superpower what would it be? 

A: I will give you a non-traditional response – the ability to function without sleep.  Think about how much one could accomplish! 

 

Q: List five personal items in your office. 

A:  Pictures of my wife; 2) Pictures of my children; 3) Styrofoam baseballs and footballs (for squeezing and throwing against the 
wall when brainstorming); 4) a personalized nameplate given to me by the members of the journal that I served as Managing 
Editor of during law school; 5) a traditional clock-radio, enabling me to check in on my favorite teams during the many late nights 
that I am in the office. 

 

Q: What were the most embarrassing moment and proudest achievement of your career?  

A: My proudest achievement is making Partner at a young age in the current U.S. legal climate at a large law firm.  A close sec-
ond, are some of the victories we have been able to achieve for our clients at Edwards Wildman.   

As for the most embarrassing moment – you are going to have to give me something more to obtain that information! 

 

Q: What advice would you give to new professionals entering the re/insurance industry? 

A: What I said above – treat your profession as a career, and not a as a job where you simply “punch in” and “punch out” each 
day.  Dive in feet first, or head first where required.  Immerse yourself in the business.  Take on challenges, and do not be afraid 
of failure.  Continue to learn and perfect your craft.  Do not burn bridges, and treat your counter-parties, competitors and oppo-
nents with respect, because this is a small, incestuous industry.   

M E M B E R  S P O T L I G H T :  R O B  D I U B A L D O  

[ C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  3 ]  

T H E  B E R M U D A  U N D E R  4 0 S  G R O U P   
C O N G R A T U L A T E S  C I N D Y  H O O P E R  

Cindy Hooper, our Bermuda Deputy 
Chair and Newsletter Coordinator, 
and her husband Ryan, welcomed a 
beautiful baby bay on September 
11th at 11:52pm. Congratulations 
Cindy and Ryan! 
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H O W  C A N  Y O U  S U P P O R T  U . S .  R E  U N D E R  4 0 S ?  

We rely on our friends in the industry – people like you – to help support our Group.  

On that note, we respectfully ask you if your organization is interested in becoming a 
sponsor for Re Under 40s. We have received several sponsorships over the years from 
insurers/reinsurers, brokers, consultants and law firms, but one of our most significant 
challenges is raising funds (or continued sponsorships) to ensure that the Group can 
achieve its goals moving forward.  

We have several types of sponsorships. Our education events are always sponsored so 
that our members can attend, and learn, without any cost. Others have made financial 
contributions by providing funds that we utilize for our operating expenses. We recog-
nize our sponsors at events, in our Newsletter, and on our website. Social events and 
Tour participation can also be sponsored, and we would be happy to discuss other op-
portunities with you.  

We look forward to your contributions in order to continue to make the U.S. Reinsurance Under 
40s Group a cornerstone for ambitious professionals looking to expand their knowledge base 
and relationships within the (re)insurance industry.  

BERMUDA	ANNUAL	JULY	4TH	GOLF	DAY	EVENT	

This past July 4th Bermuda Under 40s held our annual golf tournament at Tuckers 
Point Golf Club. After a tough match, the following companies made their way to the 
winners’ circle: 

 1st Place:   Guy Carpenter 

 2nd Place:  Hiscox 

 3rd Place:   KPMG   

R E - A C T  



Q: In 2013 we saw a record amount of alternative capacity flowing into the market, and that 
trend appears to be continuing in 2014.  What challenges and opportunities do you see for 
“traditional” reinsurers in the face of this trend? 

A: New capacity in an already crowded market is a challenge for existing underwriters.  New 
capacity puts downward pressure on prices, terms and conditions and typically does not bring 
new premium to the market. 

This last point is one interesting difference between Bermuda and Lloyds.  Bermuda is an 
open market place, whereas Lloyds reserves the right to deny new capacity entry to the mar-
ket unless it is felt they have something to contribute to the overall health of the market. 

The one bright side to this new capacity is its willingness to provide existing market players 
with cheap retrocessional capacity. 

 

Q: Are there emerging markets outside the “BRIC” nations that you expect to become major players in the global reinsurance mar-
ket?  How, if at all, do you see these markets influencing the global market, and specifically Bermuda? (or the US)? 

A: It is hard to see many of the Non BRIC emerging markets being particularly significant sources of new business for Bermuda over the 
next few years.  These countries are too small and often lack sufficient exposure to natural catastrophes and litigation to be major buyers 
of reinsurance protection. 

Of the BRIC’s the one that stands out most obviously is China.  I would expect to see China become an increasingly significant customer 
for Bermuda Re and it would not surprise me to see a Chinese company set up a subsidiary in Bermuda in the next 5 years. 

 

Q: Are there issues that “keep you up at night” and, broadly speaking, how do they impact the way you conduct business? 

I worry that we are 4+ years away from a re/insurance market correction.  That is bad for Bermuda’s international re/insurance compa-
nies and bad for Bermuda. 

Separate from that issue, I would like to see Bermuda develop a more balanced international economy.  Re/Insurance is disproportion-
ately large and it is important that Bermuda grow 2 or 3 new international sectors as soon as possible.  This is what the Bermuda Busi-
ness Development Agency [the “BDA”] is responsible for and this task certainly keeps me up at night. 

 

Q: In the area of “cyber” risks, the focus has largely been on data breaches and theft of personal information; with the recent high-profile 
data breaches and allegations of state-sponsored hacking, what are your thoughts with regard to how “cyber” exposures may develop?  
How might we expect to see cyber-related claims potentially spill over into areas such as transportation, shipping, energy, terrorism, or 
other areas? 

A: I can foresee a world where corporations are increasingly held to account for data breaches of any sort – be they with respect to cus-
tomer’s private information or failure to supply a contracted service.  In that type of world I could imagine increasing amounts of Cyber 
Liability insurance being purchased.  How it comes to pass I do not profess to know. 

 

Q: Do you believe there are other significant trends, emerging (or potential) issues, or opportunities on the horizon that you expect will 
receive, or should receive, significant attention from the re/insurance market in the coming year? Five years? Decade? 

5 Years:  

Opening up China as a major purchaser of reinsurance and hopefully having a presence in Bermuda 

Attracting more life reinsurance business to Bermuda 

Expanding the new Hedge Re business model where companies take a more balanced approach to accepting risk both through under-
writing and on the asset side of their balance sheets. 

 
[continued on page 8] 
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U.S. Re Under 40s and Bermuda Under 40s asked David Cash, former Chief Executive 
Officer (“CEO”) of Endurance Specialty Holdings Ltd. to share his views regarding the 

current state of the reinsurance marketplace. We thank David for his time, valuable insight 
and willingness to contribute to our collaborative newsletter. 

I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  D A V I D  C A S H ,  F O R M E R  C E O  O F  E N D U R A N C E  S P E C I A L T Y  H O L D I N G S  L T D .  

O C T O B E R  2 0 1 4  
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10 Years:  

I will not be dead, but I will be retired and so I will leave it up to the younger members of Bermuda’s re/insurance industry to figure out 
what 2025 holds for us. 

 

Q: If you could sum it up in a few sentences, how did you get where you are today in your career, and what advice would you give young 
professionals who are embarking on careers in re/insurance? 

A: Our industry careers have three phases: Learning, Managing and Leading 

The first portion of your career should be given over to being a serious student of our industry and your specific field of activity.  If you 
are an actuary get your qualification and become an expert on the technical side our business, if you are an IT specialist learn how IT is 
delivered in a large complex organizations.  Whatever your field, remember “always be learning.” 

Once you have mastered your field you need to apply that knowledge to real business activities.  Ideally you should be responsible for a 
team of people working in your area of expertise with exposure to other aspects of our industry to allow for some professional broaden-
ing.  Your primary work challenge will be to generate a track record of getting stuff done.  This is the portion of your career when you 
learn to manage and to execute well. 

The final stage of your career is that of strategic leadership.  It will likely take 20+ years to get there and exposure to all aspects of the 
business.  Some of this is having the knowledge, but much of this is being able to see the bigger picture.  This type of work is both 
great fun and at the same time a little overwhelming.  If you are going to take this path you need a supportive family and enough pas-
sion for the business that you want to live the life full time.  Easier said than done. 

 

Q: If television aired a special called “A Day in the Life of David Cash,” what would viewers see as it relates to your day-to-day work? 

A: In the past it would have been days full of meetings with clients, investors, internal teams and my colleagues.  The day would have 
been split between managing the day to day complexity of the business and putting in place strategic efforts to grow the company.  I 
would have spent much of my time delegating and communicating one on one and to groups. 

In my current role as the CEO of the BDA much of my time is spent doing, rather than delegating.  The BDA is a small organization and 
often I do the work myself – be it writing letters, meeting with clients, organizing projects.  It is hard work, but at the same time great 
fun. 
 
 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

David Cash was the former Chief Executive Officer at Endurance Specialty Holdings Ltd., having served as Endurance's Chief Under-
writing Officer from December 2005 to February 2010. He was named President of Endurance's Bermuda operations in May 2008, a 
role he previously served in from December 2004 to December 2005. David joined the company at its formation in December 2001 

as Endurance's Chief Actuary and Chief Risk Officer, a role he held through June 2005. 

Before joining Endurance, David worked for subsidiaries of Zurich Financial Services in New York and Bermuda and prior to that, he 
was a consulting actuary with Tillinghast/Towers Perrin. David received a M.Sc. in Mathematics from Oxford University, which he at-
tended as a Rhodes Scholar. He is a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society and a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries, 

and is a native of Bermuda. 

David has been involved with the promotion of Bermuda’s international business sector since 2009 when he joined the Board of Di-
rectors of Business Bermuda. He took over as the Chairman of Business Bermuda in March 2011 and is a founding member of the 

Board of Directors of the Bermuda Business Development Corporation. 

The Bermuda Business Development Agency (BDA) was formed through the merger of the Insurance Development Council (IDC) and 
Business Bermuda to ensure that business development efforts, across multiple financial sectors, have a common strategic direction. 
The organization’s overall objectives are to enhance and sustain existing business, while proactively targeting new business opportuni-

ties, in order to grow GDP and create jobs. 

I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  D A V I D  C A S H  
[ C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  7 ]  
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This past May, a group of U.S. Re Under 40s members traveled to Bermuda for our third Tour. The Tour presented a fantas-
tic experience for all of the participants who attended various meetings with insurers, reinsurers, law firms, brokers and vari-
ous industry groups. Those who attended were given the opportunity to meet their Bermudian counterparts, and learned 
invaluable information about one of the most important reinsurance markets in the world. 
 
The group is in the process of finalizing the 2014 Tour Report, which will be available on our website when complete. 
 
Our Tour Chair is now planning our fourth Tour. The location and timing of the Tour is still to be determined, but we plan to 
visit with a diverse group of industry members similar to what we have done in the past. We believe that it is important for 
us, as the next generation of industry leaders, to understand the underpinnings of the global insurance markets. 

If you are interested in attending our 2015 tour, be on the lookout for more  
information in the coming months. 

Thank You to Our Hosts! 

Guy Carpenter: Bermuda Mar-
ket Insights – A Broker’s Per-
spective 

Validus Re: Happy Hour at the 
Royal Yacht Club 

Partner Re: Historical Ca-
tastrophes and the Part-
ner Research App 

Ren Re: Ren Re’s Place in 
the Bermuda Market 

Allied World: Bermuda 
Specialty/WC Cat 

XL: The Bermuda Market 
and Professional Liability 

Endurance: Endurance 
Professional Lines and the 
Bermuda Market  

Catlin: Bermuda Market & 
Catlin  

 

AXIS: Bermuda as an Indus-
try Leader  

Marshall Diel & Myers:  Ca-
tastrophe Excess of Loss 
Reinsurance and ILWs, Re-
insurance Claim Disputes  

Watford Re: The Founding 
of Watford Re  

Hiscox: Property Reinsur-
ance and Casualty/
Specialty Insurance at 
Hiscox 

BMA: Role and History of 
the BMA  

O C T O B E R  2 0 1 4  
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In early September a group of 18 Bermudian re/insurance rising stars travelled to New York City as part of the 
Bermuda Under 40s Re/Insurance Group, an association of young professionals in the Bermuda market. They 
spent a week visiting and learning about the U.S. re/insurance market.  
 
The trip was organised by Candace Roach of Validus Holdings, Ltd., tour leader for the Bermuda Under 40s Re/
Insurance Group. Among the group were representatives of the insurance and reinsurance sectors, including 
brokers, underwriters and operational analysts. 
  
"The purpose of the trip is to 
give young professionals 
who work in the Bermuda 
re/insurance market the 
opportunity to compare and 
contrast that market with 
another, in this case the 
U.S." said Ms. Roach. "It 
gives them a greater under-
standing of how things are 
done elsewhere, to see 
what they are up against 
and to have a better idea, in 
some instances, of how 
their clients and markets 
function.  
 
A not for profit group, The 
Bermuda Under 40s Re/
Insurance Group has sever-
al hundred registered mem-
bers in the insurance and 
reinsurance sectors and 
related industries. The 
group's aim is to promote and foster interest and knowledge in all areas of insurance and reinsurance by provid-
ing a forum for members for topical comment, educational and networking opportunities.  
 
The U.S. visit saw an “all access pass” to the market. The Bermuda "tourists" had a busy week. Monday, Septem-
ber 8th, began with a tour and presentation at Bloomberg, followed by presentations hosted by Marsh, Guy Car-
penter and AXIS. The evening finished off with a networking event hosted by the U.S. Re Under 40s Group, which 
attracted over 50 participants from the U.S. re/insurance market.   
  
On Tuesday morning, the tour continued with an action packed schedule. The first stop for the day was a tour of 
the New York Stock Exchange to see the iconic opening bell. From there the group took in a crop reinsurance 
presentation hosted by Allied World and a property presentation hosted Aon Risk Solutions.   
 
The evening saw the Bermuda Under 40s group hosted by the Ernst & Young New York office which included a 
wonderful presentation on the future of underwriting and an evening of baseball in their corporate suite at Yan-
kee stadium.  
 
[continued on page 11] 
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[ C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 0 ]  

 
On Wednesday, Markel hosted breakfast along with a fascinating presentation on marine underwriting. In the 
afternoon, the group visited Arch Insurance Group offices, which overlooked the Statue of Liberty, for a presenta-
tion from their operations and compliance divisions. That evening, the group participated in the RAA Hot Topics 
for Underwriters Panel.  
 
Thursday began at Wall Street Journal/Dow Jones with a tour of the floor followed by a discussion of the array of 
products offered in the re/insurance space. From there the group continued on with presentations from the New 
York Department of Financial Services, Endurance and Edwards Wildman. The evening closed with a visit to the 
Broadway hit musical “Book of Mormon” sponsored by Ariel Re.  
 
In the final stretch of a marathon week, the group finished up with a presentation on nanotechnology presented 
by Chubb and a presentation by Munich Re on the ILS space.   
 
The travellers flew back to Bermuda to return to work, invigorated by the experience and refreshed by the inten-
sity of a hard-working week.  
 
"All in all," Ms. Roach said, "it was a very successful trip and I would like to thank all those who took part, both by 
attending and hosting, for making it such a positive experience." Ms. Roach took over the tour leader duties after 
being entrusted the role from the previous leader, Mrs. Julia Mather of Miller Bermuda. “I was lucky enough to go 
on tour in 2008 to the UK when Julia was tour leader. She has done such a fantastic job over the past four tours 
and has made it what it is today.”  
 
Victoria Cunningham, Chairwoman of the Bermuda Under 40s, agrees. “Julia has been instrumental in building 
such a highly regarded, educational tour and we would like to thank her for all of her hard work. This was my first 
Under 40s Tour and from what I have heard it was the best yet. Candace did a fantastic job of seeking out expe-
rienced industry speakers who presented relevant topics to the younger members of the Bermuda re/insurance 
industry. I was also amazed at how she managed to get 18 people around Manhattan without losing anyone! I 
have been on the Bermuda Under 40s Committee for 4 years now and this is one of the prominent events on our 
calendar along with our Panel Discussions and less formal networking events. This is our 10th anniversary year 
and we are proud of the impact we have made on the Bermuda re/insurance market and the reputation we have 
gained in our support of young industry professionals.   
 
Travelling to New York with Ms. Roach were Julia Mather, Head of Miller Bermuda, Miller; Estina Francis, Manag-
er, Deloitte; Jessica Kehrli, Assistant Underwriter, Chubb Atlantic Insurance Limited; Britten West, Underwriter, 
Hannover; Kiara Somner, Operations Analyst, Ariel Re; Stefan Smith, Risk Analyst, Ariel Re; Stephanie Outer-
bridge, Assistant Underwriter, ACE; Rachel Ball, Associate Broker, JLT Park; Jonathan Ball, Assistant Underwriter, 
Catlin; Ladrea Simmons, Associate Broker, Marsh; Amanda Fubler, Assistant Underwriter, Endurance; Zaira 
Jones, AVP Property Underwriter, Tokio Millennium Re; Duncan Frith, Assistant Underwriter, OCIL, Jeff Clair, Pric-
ing Actuary/Property Underwriting, Arch Re; Victoria Cunningham, AVP Casualty Underwriter-, Tokio Millennium 
Re; Abigail Soares, Underwriter, Axis; Tiffany Swainson, AVP Finance & Operations and Katrina Dias, Assistant 
Manager, Claims, RenRe.    
 
The next tour will take place in London in the fall of 2016. Persons interested in participating in the tour should 
contact Candace Roach at bdaunder40s@evolution.bm.  
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Third, under certain policies, the precise dates on which the underlying plaintiffs’ “bodily injuries” occurred are irrele-
vant.  These policies provide coverage for “accidents” during the relevant policy periods, regardless of whether the “accidents” 
do not result in “bodily injuries” until after expiration of the policy periods. 

 
Finally, according to Riddell, the Certain Defendants’ motion contravenes California law, which provides that summary 

adjudication must “completely dispose[] of a cause of action . . . or an issue of duty.”  Multiple disputed issues of fact remain, 
including the timing of the underlying plaintiffs’ injuries and which of the 1,174 underlying plaintiffs that sued Riddell could not 
have been injured during the policy periods. 

 
A Reply to a Simple “Distraction” 
 

Certain Defendants characterize Riddell’s opposition as a simple “distraction” that seeks to obviate the central ques-
tion, and assert several arguments in support of their motion for summary judgment. 

 
First, Riddell’s argument that the underlying plaintiffs may have suffered injuries at times outside of the specific dates 

cited in the short form complaints amounts to mere conjecture and is irrelevant to the duties of the Certain Defendants to de-
fend and indemnify.  Both the amended master complaint and the various short form complaints are clear that the underlying 
plaintiffs seek damages only for symptoms of injuries relating to concussive brain trauma sustained during their respective NFL 
careers. 

 
Second, California law does not distinguish between “bodily injury” caused by an “accident”, or by an “occurrence”, in 

commercial general liability policies.  It is well settled that coverage is triggered under either an “occurrence” or “accident-
based” policy if an injury happens during the policy period.  Accordingly, Certain Defendants are not obligated to defend or in-
demnify any claim for which the underlying plaintiff alleges that his or her injury happened after the expiration of the policy peri-
od. 

 
Third, Riddell’s argument that one insurer-defendant promised to provide a defense in its entirety does not create a 

triable issue of fact.  Riddell’s account is factually inaccurate and, moreover, the defendant-insurer expressly and unambiguous-
ly denied coverage for the claims in which the underlying plaintiffs alleged to have suffered injury outside of the policy period. 

 
Fourth, Certain Defendants maintain that no overlap exists between the coverage issues litigated in the declaratory 

judgment action and any factual issues in the NFL Concussion Litigation.  Certain Defendants’ motion, therefore, should be 
granted because it does not impair Riddell’s defenses in the underlying action. 

 
Finally, contrary to Riddell’s assertion, Certain Defendants are not attempting to parse the underlying claims.  Each 

short form complaint is singular as concerns the claims alleged against each defendant, the duration of the individual plaintiff’s 
NFL career, and the damages sought.  Whether coverage exists for each short form complaint is dependent upon the allegations 
therein. 

 
TIG Enters the Fight 
 

Similar to the Riddell Action, TIG Insurance Company (“TIG”) seeks a declaration of its duty, as well as the duty of the 
defendant-insurers, to defend and indemnity the NHL and the NHL Board of Governors (“NHL BG”) in connection with the NHL 
Concussion Litigations.  The NHL Concussion Litigations allege, inter alia, that the NHL and NHL BG concealed the long-term 
effects of concussions suffered by its players and failed to either warn or protect the players against traumatic concussive brain 
injuries.  TIG and the defendant-insurers allegedly issued primary, umbrella and/or excess liability insurance policies to the NHL 
and/or the NHL BG. 

 
Putative class action plaintiffs in the first NHL Concussion Litigation allege to have played in the NHL at various times 

from 1970 through 2008, and seek to represent all former NHL players who retired on or before February 14, 2013.  Whereas, 
putative class action plaintiffs in the second NHL Concussion Litigation allege to have played in the NHL at various times from 
1976 through 2009, and seek to represent all former and current NHL players. 

 
 
[continued on page 13] 
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The TIG Action is similar to the Riddell Action with respect to the following issues: 
 

 what constitutes an “occurrence”, “bodily injury” or “accident” under the terms of the respective polices; 
 when did the bodily injuries occur; 
 were the bodily injuries caused by intentional wrongdoing, and, even if not, were they expected or intended by 

either the NHL or the NHL BG; 
 was either the NHL or the NHL BG aware of the bodily injuries prior to inception of the relevant policies; and 
 did players sustain bodily injuries while participating in NHL games as opposed to collegiate, amateur, practice 

or non-NHL sponsored events. 
 
Moving Forward 
 

An unequivocal grant of summary judgment in the Riddell Action would establish that insurers under California law can 
deny coverage and refuse to indemnify individual class action plaintiffs’ claims that are shown to have occurred outside the 
relevant policy periods, notwithstanding other valid claims for which the insurers must defend and/or indemnify.  Such a ruling, 
moreover, could potentially provide that traumatic concussive brain injuries do not “occur” for the purposes of commercial gen-
eral liability coverage until the date of “bodily injury”—when an athlete first experiences symptoms of a traumatic brain injury—
which may happen long after the initial concussive blow. 

 
If, however, summary judgment is unequivocally denied, under California law insurers might not be allowed to parse 

out their defense and indemnification obligations prior to judgment or settlement of the underlying actions.  Ambiguity also will 
persist for litigants will lack guidance as to when traumatic concussive brain injuries occur for the purposes of commercial gen-
eral liability coverage.  These two issues are of great importance as they pertain not just to the NHL Concussion Litigations and 
the TIG Action, but to all declaratory judgment actions involving traumatic concussive brain injuries.  Declaratory judgment ac-
tions like the Riddell Action and the TIG Action have the potential to impact how leagues, institutions and associations safeguard 
against debilitating concussive brain trauma suffered during sanctioned athletic events as well as how liability policies are draft-
ed and underwritten for these types of risks. 
 
Nicholas Secara is an associate in Edwards Wildman Palmer’s New York office and is a member of the firm’s complex commer-

cial litigation practice group for the insurance and reinsurance department.  Phone: 212-308-4411.   E-mail: 
nsecara@edwardswildman.com. 

 
A version of this article appeared in the Insurance Journal on July 16, 2014. 

Thank you to our editors: 

Kelly Minto, FTI Consulting 

Victoria Cunningham, Tokio Millennium Re 

Cindy Hooper, Everest Reinsurance 
(Bermuda) Ltd. 

Michael Kurtis, Nelson Brown & Co. 
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President—Sean Ramlal 

Vice Present—Nicholas Scott 

Treasurer—Dom Yarnell 

Secretary—Nicholas Secara 

Education Co-Chair—Blake Berman 

Education Co-Chair—Marlín Ramlal 

Finance Chair—Andrew Asmodeo 

Fundraising Chair—Douglas Sifert 

Membership & Communication Chair—

 Vanessa Contreras 

Newsletter Chair—Kelly Minto 

Social Co-Chair—Michelle Catalano 

Social Co-Chair—Anna Rumbaugh 

Technology Chair—Nicholas DiMuzio 

Tour Chair—Robert DiUbaldo 
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